Oil Express
Increase profit margins with the news that matters most
to petroleum marketers and retailers
WHO WE HELP

Retailers

Oil Express delivers independent, up-to-the-minute petroleum news,
trends and analysis via daily email alerts and a weekly PDF newsletter.

Marketers

Market Challenge

Benefits

Jobbers

—— Email news alerts throughout
the business day

Rack

Rapid change in the petroleum
marketing and retailing segment
generates a flood of news to
monitor and process. Increased
competition creates a pressing
business need to react quickly
and make sense of evolving
developments. What’s really
important to know, and what can
be ignored? Which trends will have
a lasting impact on the market,
and how? What’s the most reliable
source for pertinent analysis?

Retail

How We Help

COMMODITIES

Gasoline
Diesel
Renewables
MARKET SEGMENTS

Oil Express gathers the most
important and relevant content in
digest style. Coverage focuses on
brands and includes fuel supply
& storage, M&A, legal issues,
regulations, payment programs,
technology, newsmaker
interviews and more. Oil Express
not only reports the news,
but quickly explains why it’s
meaningful to your business.

—— Newsletter delivered every
Friday morning
—— OPIS experts add context
to market shifts
—— Special reports on major
brand performance
—— Exclusive fuel trend analysis
for improved forecasting
—— At-a-glance prices and margins
for performance tracking
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At least three finalists vie for Empire
Hundreds of fuel marketers just convened in Dallas for the SIGMA
convention, but against that busy backdrop, much quieter meetings
took place in Texas recently between top brass at Empire Petroleum and
companies interested in buying the multistate roll-up.
OPIS now hears that a deal for the 20-year-old company could come in
the second quarter, perhaps as soon as May. At least three serious finalists
have emerged, while others have bowed out of bidding as the asking price
rose and owners decided to sell the company in its entirety, rather than in
piecemeal regional sections.
(continued on page 2)

PAPCO debuts remedial maintenance program
Fuel distributor PAPCO Inc. has unveiled a formal Retail Maintenance
Program (RMP) designed to improve dealers’ scores on major brand mystery
shopper surveys. PAPCO, a subsidiary of World Fuel Services Co., promoted
the RMP by distributing flyers at its exhibit on the floor of the recent
Southeast Petro-Food Marketing Exposition.
Based on similar maintenance practices at sites PAPCO owns, the
“pre-shop” program may boost mystery shop scores by two to five points,
estimates Steve Leisten, PAPCO’s director of branded fuels.
Much is at stake: Major brands tie co-op dollars to mystery shop scores
and for some brands, just two consecutive failing grades can result in
debranding, he said.
The RMP is a mandatory, one-year program for dealers who flunk one
major brand mystery shop evaluation. PAPCO hires third-party crews to
inspect these sites on a quarterly basis using a thorough checklist, Leisten
said. The crew performs necessary maintenance and PAPCO bills the dealer
the $350 quarterly fee.
The RMP is optional to other retailers who meet image standards, and
often it appeals to busy multisite operators, Leisten said.
The crews perform such tasks as painting the price sign pole, canopy
columns and curbs; picking up trash; cleaning fresh oil spills; checking
dispenser receipt paper; restocking windshield washer units, inspecting
lighting and signage; removing unauthorized signs; and installing the proper
point-of-purchase signs. The contractors also note needed repairs and
provide an estimate for the work.
If dealers balk at hiring the contractors, PAPCO reminds them that their
branded supply contracts require them to properly maintain their sites to
image standards. “We modified the language to make sure it was clear,”
Leisten said. “It was implied but not written outright.”
Donna Harris, dharris@opisnet.com
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